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“Little loach! Look! Look! Your tail has fallen off!”Yun chujiu suddenly pulled her neck and shouted. 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon subconsciously turned its head to look at its own tail. Then, it 

immediately realized that it had been tricked again. F * ck, it didn’t know that its own tail couldn’t fall 

off? ! This wretched girl was really too detestable! 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon had been fooled by Yun Chujiu twice. The Netherworld swamp poisonous 

frog took advantage of this opening to pull some distance away, getting closer and closer to the nest. 

 

 

“Lord Golden Toad, when we reach the nest in a while, you can lure the single-horned mud dragon into 

your cave. The two of US can also help you,”Yun Chujiu said softly. 

 

 

Although the netherworld swamp poisonous frog had never looked up to Yun chujiu and Yun chujiu from 

the bottom of its heart, it could only do what it had to do now. It followed Yun Chujiu’s instructions and 

lured the single-horned mud dragon into the open space. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s mouth was not idle. “It’s clearly an ugly loach, but it’s still called a dragon? Pui! How 

Shameless!” 

 

 

“It’s so stupid. You believe me when I say that your tail has fallen off? Don’t you have a brain?” 

 



 

“You still dare to dream of attacking Lord Golden toad. You really overestimate yourself. Lord Golden 

Toad will torture you to death!” 

 

 

.. 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon was thoroughly enraged. Now, it felt that it did not matter whether it ate 

the netherworld swamp poisonous frog or not. It would first kill this stinky girl. This stinky girl’s words 

were really too harsh! 

 

 

Therefore, even though the single-horned mud dragon was not good at fighting on land, it still climbed 

up and was lured into the pit by the Netherworld swamp poisonous frog. 

 

 

“Lord Golden Toad, spray poison on its eyes! Don’t let it come up! Kill It!” 
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“You Chi, quick, use your sword to attack its eyes too!” 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon did not have the leaping ability of the netherworld swamp poisonous 

frog, so it could not climb out of the pit for a while. It could only use its claws to protect its eyes and 

desperately climb out of the pit. 

 



 

At this moment, a sharp pain suddenly came from its back. It turned out that Yun Chujiu had secretly 

attacked its back with a sword. Its attention was on its eyes, so it did not expect Yun chujiu to create a 

diversion. 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon’s weakness was its back. It immediately cried out in pain. Of course, the 

netherworld swamp poisonous frog would not let go of such a good opportunity, so it attacked even 

more fiercely. 

 

 

An hour later, the single-horned mud-flood-dragon unwillingly took its last breath. 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog cried out in excitement. In this swamp, the single-horned mud-

flood-dragon was its biggest enemy. Now that the single-horned mud-flood-dragon was dead, it could 

really dominate this swamp. 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog jumped onto the single-horned mud-flood-dragon’s body. It 

took a long time before it took out the single-horned mud-flood-dragon’s demon core and swallowed it 

excitedly. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s eyes flashed with a faint light. This fellow discovered that there seemed to be something 

glowing under the horned mud-flood-dragon’s corpse. 

 

 



“Lord Golden toad, this damned stinky loach is really too detestable. I’ll go down and hack it forty-nine 

times to vent your anger!”After saying that, Yun Chujiu jumped into the deep pit. 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog had just swallowed the horned mud-flood-dragon’s inner core 

and was in the process of refining it. It did not have the time to bother with Yun Chujiu. It felt that it 

could hack it a few times and save some energy when eating it. 

 

 

“Damn it! I told you to be smug! I told you to offend Lord Golden toad! I’ll chop you to death!” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu gave you chi a look. Although you chi did not understand what Yun chujiu meant, he 

probably understood that she wanted him to hide, so he blocked the vision of the netherworld swamp 

poisonous frog. 


